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In November 2014, the Center for the Study of Democracy, jointly
with Droit au Droit (Belgium), University of Applied Sciences and Arts
– Dortmund (Germany), Observatory on the Penal System and Human
Rights (Spain) and Law Institute of Lithuania (Lithuania) published the
study “Ambulant sanction as an alternative to imprisonment in the
European Union?”.
The issue of imprisonment vs. alternative penalties has been debated
in various European countries during the last decades, and ambulant
sanctions have been heavily on the rise. Community sentences and
other alternatives to imprisonment are regarded as modern
instruments for the rehabilitation of offenders. They are considered to
solve the problem of overcrowding, which many prisons are
constantly confronted with, and to fulfil the purposes of sanctioning in
a more humane and oftentimes more cost‐saving way. Against this backdrop, it seems evident to
look for promising ambulant alternatives in one country and recommend transferring it to others.
The study examines the scope of application of penalties without deprivation of liberty as compared
to imprisonment and identifies promising practices of alternative criminal sanctioning in Belgium,
Bulgaria, Germany, Spain and Lithuania. Furthermore, there are exemplary references to ambulant
sanctions in the researched countries.
This publication adds value to the both theoretical and practical aspects of the research in the field of
penal policy application. It can serve as a basis and simultaneously as a source of ideas for further
research work that can be useful to both academics and policymakers throughout the EU.
This study is a part of the “Re‐Socialisation of Offenders in the European Union: Enhancing the Role
of the Civil Society” project, implemented with the support of the European Commission,
Directorate‐General Justice. It aims at improving the situation in prisons and the re-socialization of
offenders by exploring three aspects – promoting the broader use of alternatives to imprisonment;
improving the situation of specific groups of vulnerable inmates; and designing an instrument for
regular prison monitoring.

The publication can be retrieved in full text at: http://www.csd.bg/artShow.php?id=17155.
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